6 Days Highlight Discovery (Aerobic) Value Tour
Every Monday Departure
Tour Code: 6NZL1 (Ground only)

Price:

NZD1311

Child (without bed): $1049

per pax

Child (with bed): $1246

(based on 2 persons per room)

Single: $1636

*New Zealand Dollar (NZD/$) $1 = Approximate MYR 3.4 (subject to fluctuation)

6 Aerobic National Park Green Tracks
█[Nature beauty glory in Iceberg] █[Nature’s beauty reflect in the mirror]
█[Waterfall beauty blush in mystery forest]
█[Nature power sculpt in giant rocks] █[Glacier up Mountain down the Lake]

6 Highlight Programs
█ 4 Biggest National lakes █ 1 Glacier Lake
█ Milford Sound Cruise █ Overnight at Mount Cook National Park

Qualities
█ 3 star quality hotels █ Meals included as listed

★Paid program ●Off bus █Aerobic track ▲Option

DAY 1 Christchurch / Hokitika
Lunch/Chinese - Dinner/Western Buffet

Hotel: Beachfront /Jade court

★★★☆

Our tour guide will greet you on arrival and take you for ●a brief tour of the city. Optional visit to the

▲Antarctic Center, a rare icy “south pole” experience. In the afternoon, you will be going through
breath-taking landscaping of Arthur’s Pass National Park to ●Hokitika, a western coastline town to spend
the night.
Airport pick up arrange at 12pm and 3.30pm. (Please book your ticket arrival at Christchurch until 3pm)

DAY 2 Hokitika / Fox Glacier/ Wanaka
Hotel: Wanaka Hotel ★★★☆

B’fast/hotel - Lunch/Western - Dinner/Kiwi Lamb Dinner+Beer

After Breakfast, you will venture to the●Glass and Jade factory, for a brief visit – a chance to
appreciate the delicate and crafty arts of the trade. ●Fox Glacier is waiting for you to explore this
heavenly masterpiece. █[Nature beauty glory in Iceberg] Your journey will entreat you through the
nature’s breath-taking beauty of the foliage and the awesome glacier; then you will be entering into the
unusual “three-masterpiece” aerobic track into the magical scene of the endless mountain reflecting in
the tranquil shore; █[Nature’s beauty reflect in the mirror] passing through the flawless crystal-cut
lake with amazing mirror reflections; █[Waterfall beauty blush in mystery forest] a picture perfect
waterfall amongst the mysterious forest in a gorgeous setting; Passing through path with the bold river
back-drop against nature’s rugged terrain. █[Blue pool make up in the Green land] a walk across a truly
pristine and bold river, back dropped against nature’s rugged terrain that produces an indescribable
experience. On route to ●Lake Wanaka you will be passing beautiful scenery, from the eloquent lake with
the stunning Mountain View. Dinner will be at ★Kiwi Lamb shank and beer dinner and will reside in
Wanaka.

DAY 3 Wanaka / Queenstown / Te Anau
Hotel: Fiordland Hotel ★★★

B’fast/hotel - Lunch/ Korean - Dinner/Chinese

The day starts with a visit to Cromwell’s fruit farm - ●Mrs Jones’ fruit orchard, is where you can relax
and purchase some organic New Zealand famous fruits. In Queenstown, the self-proclaimed “adventure
capital of the world”, you can choose your own activities: Indulge yourself with the ▲Spirit of Queen
Cruise; the thrill seeking ▲Jetboating; plus other optional activities.

In the afternoon, you will depart

to ▲Te Anau, area close by the Milford Sound, you have the option of exploring the ▲Te Anau cave.

DAY 4 Te Anau / Milford Sound/ Queenstown
B’fast/hotel - Lunch/lunch box - Dinner/self-arrangement

Hotel: Swiss bel or similar ★★★☆

After breakfast you will be heading to ★Milford Sound and will stop by ●Mirror Lake on the way. █
[Nature power sculpt in giant rock] You also will be tracking on path with the majestic giant rock
formation and water-sculptured scenery.

You will be on the ★Scenic cruise in Milford Sound – the

mesmerizing landscape and vast beauty will left an everlasting memory.

(PD reserve the right to amend

the program for unforeseen circumstance that prevented the Milford Sound exploration). You can take
the optional ▲Skyline Gondola ride up to Bob’s Peak when you are back in Queenstown. You will overnight
in this location after a ▲scrumptious buffet dinner.

DAY 5 Queenstown / Arrowtown/ Mount Cook
B’fast/hotel - Lunch/self-arrangement - Dinner/western

Hotel: Mt Cook Lodge ★★★☆

After breakfast you will be heading to ● Mt Cook National Park █[Glacier up Mountain down the
Lake]The walk through the park through incredible mountains that unifies with the blissful lake that
created magnificent sight.

You will have choices of optional tours i.e. ▲Helicopter ride towards the

Tasman Glacier; a rubber boat adrenaline ride for ▲Glacier exploration; ★Kite flying for you to try. You
will have the exclusive ★National park dinner and overnight at National park. The ●dark sky reserve has
been awarded the first ever Gold-level dark sky status, a recognition bestowed for the unparalleled
clarity of its night skies.

DAY 6 Mount Cook / Christchurch
B’fast/hotel - Lunch/Chinese
This final day of your adventure begins with a sightseeing at ●Lake Tekapo and Church of the Good
Shepherd (stop 10 mins) on route to Christchurch.

Lunch will be at the cosy town of ★Ashburton then

proceed to Christchurch. Our tour guide will escort you to the airport for your return flight.
※: It is imperative that your flight leaves after 16:00

General Terms & Conditions
Christchurch/Auckland City Accommodation (Extension Stay Price)
3 STAR TWIN from $170
TRIPLE from $200
Breakfast from $28 per person
4 STAR TWIN from $220
TRIPLE from $270
Breakfast from $31 per person
Christchurch / Auckland AIRPORT Transfer
$60 per person per time (based on Chinese representative).
1. Validity from 1 May 2017 till 30 April 2018
2. Tour operate on every MONDAY
3. Price is based on NEW ZEALAND currency
4. Price excluding tour guide tips $7 per person per day
5. Above package is guided by Chinese speaking commentary
6. Meals, attractions and admission provided as per itinerary
7. Hotel used subject to confirmation or else similar class to be used
8. Child rate apply to 3-11 years old child only, if one child twin shares room with one adult will be
considered as adult fare
9. Flight ticket is excluded, kindly check the

airfare with ticketing department upon enquiry

Suggested airlines: International: AirAsia, Malaysia Airlines, Singapore Airlines
Domestic: Jetstar, Air New Zealand
10. One night pre-stay or post-stay is required if can’t connect the domestic or international flight
11. Visa is NOT required for Malaysian to visit New Zealand

12. Deposit NZ$500 per pax is required upon booking and will NOT be refunded
13. Full payment will be collected one month before departure
**The above itinerary is only for reference and subject to changes in accordance to local conditions

